AdMaioraSemper S.r.l.
Industry 4.0 Management Accounting Solutions

Who we are
AdMaioraSemper S.r.l. is an Italian Management Consulting firm specialized in Supporting Automotive Firms to Develop and Enhance their Management Accounting Systems.

We’re Focused on Delivering our Customers the Latest Planning and Control Methodologies that Enable a Better Knowledge of their Cost Structure.

We’re also Focused on Using Industry 4.0 Automated Data Flows to Increase the Performance and Reliability of their Costing Systems.
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Our Services
COSTING ASSESSMENT WORKSHOP
Our Costing Assessment Methodology Checks the Alignment of Customer’s Costing System to the new Industry 4.0 Standards. Industry 4.0 Automated Data Flows represent a big opportunity for automotive Firms to Enhance the Performance and Reliability of their Costing Systems.

PLANNING & CONTROL SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT
Our Projects identify the Best Possible Planning and Control Systems for our Customers. We clearly Identify and Set-up Links between Strategy and Production, Supply Chain Management, Quality and Information Systems to realize their Maximum Potential.

PREDICTIVE ANALYTICS
We provide our Customers Predictive Models, using Machine Learning technology, to allow better Simulations and What-If Analysis for Budgeting, Sales, Production and Supply Chain Management.
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